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This paper presents a quadratically convergent, rank one, variance algorithm 
for constrained minimization with linear constraints. The algorithm does not 
require a linear search for a local minimum in every iteration. Linear searches 
are made only when needed for stability and convergence. 
The concept of variance algorithms for unconstrained minimization was 
introduced by Davidon in [l]. Many versions of such algorithms can be 
found in the literature ([2], [3], [4]). Most of these algorithms require a 
linear search for a local minimum in every iteration. In [3], Davidon com- 
ments that such linear searches are often time consuming and yet largely 
irrelevant to subsequent computations. Davidon’s variance algorithm in [I] 
is quadratically convergent without using any linear searches. The present 
paper discusses a modified version of Davidon’s algorithm for constrained 
minimization with linear equality and/or inequality constraints. 
In the past, Goldfarb in [5] h as extended Fletcher-Powell algorithm in 
[2] to solve constrained minimization problems with linear constraints. He 
has pointed out the relative advantages of algorithms using second order 
information over other well-known methods such as Rosen’s gradient pro- 
jection technique, Numerical evidence, showing the versatility of Goldfarb’s 
technique has been reported in [6]. These publications and Davidon’s 
observation in [3] have motivated the present study. 
Although Davidon’s variance algorithm is quadratically convergent, its 
behavior in general is unknown. It may not even be stable for the uncon- 
strained minimization of arbitrary functions. Hence Davidon’s algorithm 
has been slightly modified here by introducing some linear searches at 
crucial steps in the algorithm. These linear searches are made only when 
stability and/or quadratic convergence of the algorithm dictates their use. 
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VARIANCE MAPPINGS 
Letf denote a real-valued function of n real variables such that its gradient 
vector is well-defined for every x E Rn. Consider the unconstrained minimiza- 
tion problem MinSERnf(X). Th e concept of general variance mappings 
associated with this problem has been discussed in [l] and [3]. Since a major 
objective of this paper is to prove quadratic convergence of the modified 
algorithm, the special case of a positive definite quadratic form is considered 
in detail. Let f be as follows: 
f(x) = a + (b, x> + 3 (x, V-lx), (1) 
where a E R’, b E R” and V-l is a (n x n), symmetric, positive definite 
matrix. In this case, the true variance mapping is constant and is represented 
by the matrix V. The important property of the variance matrix is that it 
satisfies equation (2) given below: 
Vg(x) = x - x*, (2) 
for all x E R”, where x* = - Vb minimizes f in Rn and g(x) = V~(X). To 
develop the concept of a constrained variance matrix for constrained minimi- 
zation, consider the following simple problem. Let B denote a (4 x n) 
matrix of rank Q and define M = {X 1 x E R”, Bx = c}, where c E RQ. It is 
assumed that M # q5. The problem is, MinzeMf(X), where f is given by 
equation (1). 
It is shown in [7] that there exists a symmetric, (n x n) matrix, denoted 
by W, such that 
Wg(x) = x - x* (3) 
for all x E 111 where x* minimizes f in M. W is given to be 
W = [V - VB=[BVBT]-l BV]. (4) 
Evidently B W = 0. Since V is positive definite there exists a unique positive 
definite matrix G such that G2 = V. Let Q = GBT. Then, 
W = GPG, (5) 
where P = [I - Q[Q’Q]-l Q’] is a projection operator. A useful and simple 
consequence of equation (5) is that for all x E N[B], x # 0, (x, Wx) > 0, where 
N[B] denotes the null-space of B. 
Hence for the simple constrained minimization problem considered, a 
variance matrix is a (n x n), symmetric matrix, such that 
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(i) Bkl; :- 0, (64 
and 
(ii) VX E N[B], x f  0, (x, Wx) > 0. (6’3) 
The true variance matrix will, of course, satisfy equation (3). 
The original minimization problem with linear equality and/or inequality 
constraints can be considered as a sequence of problems with equality con- 
straints as, for example, in the gradient projection technique. The constrained 
variance matrix satisfying equations (6a) and (6b) can then be used to devise 
algorithms for solving such problems. One such algorithm is given in [5] 
which also contains a geometric interpretation of the variance matrix W. 
ALGORITHM 
Let B denote a (m x n) matrix and c E R”. Define M = {x xR”, Bx < c} 
and assume M # 6. The problem is: MinZEMf(x). Let bj, j = I,..., m denote 
the transpose of the j-th row vector of B and consider x E M. 
(A) Computation of Steplength. Let ZI denote a feasible direction at 
x E M and bj, j = q + l,..., m be the inactive constraints at X. Compute 
E = min 
[ 
cj - (bi, X) 
i (bj, v) 1 ’ 
for all j, q + 1 < j < m, such that (bj, v) > 0. If  (P, v) < 0 for all j, 
then E = co. Steplength E at X, in the direction v, is defined to be 
E = Min[l, c]. For a linear search, g is used as an upperbound on the step- 
length. 
(B) Computation of Feasible Direction. Let bj, I <j < q denote the 
active constraints at x E M. These always include the equality constraints. 
Let B, denote the matrix whose j-th row vector is the transpose of bi, 
1 <j < q, and assume rank (B,) = q. Let the current estimate of the 
variance matrix at x be denoted by W, . Then by definitions W, is a (n x n), 
symmetric matrix, such that 
(i) B,W, = 0, (74 
and 
(ii) Vx E N[B,], x # 0, (x, w,x> > 0. (7b) 
The feasible direction used at x is defined to be z, = - W,g, whereg = V~(X). 
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(C) Iteration Scheme. Iterations in Rn consist of either a constant linear 
displacement or a linear search from x. In the first case, using notations of [I], 
define 
x* = x - cw,g. (8) 
Iff(x*) <f(x), then x+ = x*. Otherwise x+ = x. In the second case, 
Xf = x + ev, (9) 
where 6 minimizes f(x + I%) f or all 0, 0 < # < E. Choice of the direction 
v is discussed later. 
Now in general, let the steplength be denoted by 6. In case of a linear 
search S = 0 as in equation (9). Otherwise S = E as in equation (8). Define 
y = g - (1 - S)g, where j = Vf(x*) if 6 = E, and j = Vf(x+) otherwise. 
Let r = W,y and compute p = (y, r). If p = 0, then go to (E). Otherwise 
define 
w*+= w,+(h- l)?, (10) 
where choice of X will be discussed later. 
(D) Addition of a Constraint Hyperplane. Suppose a new constraint, 
denoted by (b~+l, x) < cq , becomes active at xf. It is assumed that @+I 
is linearly independent of bj, j = l,..., 4. If - Wp+g+, whereg+ = Vf (x+), is a 
feasible direction at xf, then this is used in the next iteration. Otherwise &+i 
is incorporated in B, to obtain B,+l and Wz+, is computed as follows: 
W& = W,+ - [ W,+b”+l )( Wq+bq+l]/(bq+l, Wq+bq”) (11) 
Equation (11) is similar to equation (4.2) in [5]. 
(E) The Case of p = 0. If p = 0, then compute 
z=2-(I -6)x 
6 ’ w 
where R = x* if 6 = E and 2 = x+ otherwise. Also compute 
7 = [BAT1 Q(z). (13) 
Let J denote the index set of all active inequality constraints at x 
and Q = MinieJ Q . If Q 3 0, then z is a constrained stationary point. 
Otherwise, replace x by x and remove the k-th row vector from B, to obtain 
B q-1 . Then W,-, is obtained from W, as follows: 
We, = Wq + P,-lb”) <P,-,bkll@“, f’,,b”>, (14) 
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where 
1’ Q-l -= 1 -- B,‘_l[B,-p,T_J1 B,-1 . 
Equation (14) is similar to equation (4.1) in [5]. 
(F) Linear Searches. If a constraint hyperplane is removed, then apply 
a linear search for a local minimum in the direction v = - W,_,g(z). Other 
linear searches are introduced for stability. If B, is unchanged after (n - q) 
successive iterations, and function value has not been reduced, then apply 
a linear search in the direction given by the current estimate of the variance 
matrix operating on the negative of the gradient vector. 
DISCUSSION OF THE ALGORITHM 
Computation of steplength is a well-known procedure. Equation (7a) 
assures that v = - W,g is a feasible direction at X. To start a linear search, 
it is also necessary to show that the feasible direction at x is down-hill. This 
will be discussed later. 
In equation (lo), h = r/[r + 11, where y = - S(r,g)/p. In practice h 
should be bounded by 0 < 01 < h < /?, where p > 1 > a: > 0. For choice 
of h as a function of y see [1] and [3]. 
A newly active constraint is not necessarily incorporated in the existing 
set of active constraints. This is done only if the next direction of displace- 
ment, - Wq+g+, becomes nonfeasible at x+. Equations for adding and 
dropping constraint hyperplanes are similar to those in [5]. 
Next consider the case of p = 0. One can always write 
y = B,*s + 5, 
where < E N[B,]. Noting that W, is symmetric and using equation (7a) one 
obtains, 
P = a, W,D 
Since p = 0, by equation (7b) 5 = 0. Therefore 
g - (1 - S)g = B,*s. 
Also since (P, x) < cj and (Q, 9) < ci , it follows that 
(bj, Z) = $ (bj, a) + (1 - +) (bj, X) < $ cj + (1 - +) cj < cj , 
j = l,..., m. 
Hence z E M, and furthermore if f is approximated locally by a quadratic 
form, then it is easy to verify that 
g(4 = li - (1 - S)gl/S. 
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It follows that g(z) is in the range space of BgT. The rest of the material 
given in step (E) of the algorithm is now obvious and well-known. 
It is now proposed to point out that the properties of the W, matrix given 
by equations (7a) and (7b) are preserved by the iterations scheme. The 
proof is by induction. In case the matrix B, is unchanged in an iteration, the 
proof is almost identical to a similar proof in [I] except for minor algebraic 
modifications. In the cases of addition and removal of constraint hyperplanes, 
the proofs are identical to similar ones due to Goldfarb in [S]. Hence these 
proofs are omitted. It is now obvious that if g is not in the range space of BgT, 
then - W,g is always a down-hill direction at x and so is - W,-,g at z. 
CONVERGENCE 
The purpose of the present section is to prove quadratic convergence of 
the algorithm. Hence it is assumed that f is given by equation (1). For the 
simplest constrained minimization problem, B, = B is a constant matrix of 
rank 4. In this case E = 1. It has been shown in [7] that the given algorithm 
locates the constrained minimum in at most (n - 4) iterations. Obviously 
no linear searches are needed. 
Define M, = {X 1 x E Rn, B,x = c*} and assume that M, remains 
unchanged for (PZ - 4) successive iterations of the given algorithm. For 
notational convenience, the subscript Q is suppressed in the following discus- 
sion. Since no linear searches are used, 6 = E and $ = Vf(x*) = g*. Let 
W, denote the true constrained variance matrix, i.e. W, is given by equation 
(4) with B = B, . The following lemmas are now derived for future use. 
LEMMA 1. If Wu = WTu, then W+u = W,u. 
Proof. Note that by construction x, x+ E M. Then from equation (4) it 
follows that 
W,[g* -g] = V(g* -g) - [VBTIBVBT]-l BV] (g* -g) 
-x*-.x 
-- EJQ, 
where the last step is obtained from equation (8). NOW by definition 
r = wy 
= W[g” -(I - l )g] 
= w[g* -gl + cwg 
= [W - WT1 (g* -Ad> 
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and hence by hypothesis (Y, u,, ~ ’ - 0. The desired result now follows from 
equation (I 0). 
LEMMA 2. I f  X = y/[l + y], where y  = - E(Y, g)/p, then 
w+(g* -g) = x* - x. 
Proof. By equation (IO), 
w+(g* -g) - (x* - x) 
= w(g* -g) - (x* -x) + (A - l)(rJ;-g) r 
= wy - cwg + x - x* + (A - 1) (1 + Y) r 
=[l +(A--)(1 +r)lr- 
The desired result is now obvious. 
The first nontrivial result on convergence is now given as 
THEOREM 1. If f is a positive definite quadratic form, M, remains unchanged 
for (n - q) successive iterations, and A = y/[l + y] is satisfied for all these 
iterations, theng(x) is in the range space of BQT, where z is given by equation ( 12). 
Proof. As mentioned earlier, the subscript q is suppressed again. Since 
M is unchanged for (n - q) successive iterations, p > 0 must be valid for 
all these iterations. Let y  = BTs + 5, 5 E N[B]. Then p = (5, W{) > 0 
implies WC # 0. Then [W - W,] (g* - g) = Wy = W&Y # 0, and 
[W+ - W,] (g* - g) = W+(g* - g) - (x* - x) = 0 by lemma 2. Define 
S={UIUEN[B],[W- W,]u=O}. By lemma 1, SC.9i- and since 
S C N[B], dim(S) < n - q. Let g* -g=BT~+[.Then<$Sand~ES+. 
Thus as long as p > 0, dim(S) is increased by at least one in each iteration. 
Since dim(S) < n - q, after a finite number of iterations p = 0. It follows 
from earlier discussion that in case p = 0, g(z) is in the range space of BT. 
The main convergence theorem is now stated as 
THEOREM 2. If f is a positive definite quadratic form, the given algorithm 
locates the constrained minimum in a finite number of iterations. 
Proof. Note that a constraint hyperplane is removed only when p = 0, 
i.e. when W,g(z) = 0. This is followed by a linear search to obtain a point 
with a lower function value. Also the algorithm is stable because of linear 
searches explained earlier. With this observation the rest of the proof is 
identical to Goldfarb’s in [5]. Goldfarb’s proof shows that the given algorithm 
will terminate after a finite number of iterations. The last iteration must lead 
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top = 0, and then Q (see equation (13)) must be nonnegative, since otherwise 
the algorithm will not terminate. The desired conclusion now becomes 
obvious. 
CONCLUSION 
The present algorithm is a rank one variance algorithm. In this respect it is 
different from that in [5] which is a rank two algorithm. At present, rank one 
variance algorithms for unconstrained minimization appears to have certain 
advantages over rank two algorithms (see [3]). Goldfarb has shown in [4] 
that a class of rank one algorithms converge to the minima of strictly convex 
functions. The corresponding problem of constrained minimization will be 
of interest for future research. 
The present algorithm also makes more economic use of linear searches 
than those requiring a linear search in every iteration. The quadratic con- 
vergence property indicates that it is perhaps as powerful as Goldfarb’s in 
[5]. Numerical experimentations similar to [6] will be presented in the future. 
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